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Poverty Line 

As if you could stretch a line and say: below it, poverty. 

Here's the bread made black 

With cheap make-up 

And the olives in a small plate 

On the tablecloth. 

In the air, doves flew with a soaring salute 

To the ringing bell held by the kerosene vendor in his red cart, 

And there was also the sound of rubber boots landing in the muddy ground. 

I was a kid, in a house called a shanty, 

In a neighborhood they called a transit camp. 

The only line I saw was the horizon and under it everything 

Looked poor. (Trans. Ammiel Alcalay) 
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Ronny Someck, selected poems from The Milk Underground, trans. Robert Manaster and Hana Inbar 



The Milk Underground 

The kids coming out of the empty fridge 

Will roll trash cans and poke light 

Out of the street-lamps' eyes. 

In the great darkness, the most rotten tooth 

Will gleam biting into overstuffed cats, 

Will suck leftover cream from their tongues. 

And the cream -- fancy lady -- has long since forgotten 

The teats of the cow that dripped 

Her into this world. 

In the morning, the sun will rise, birds 

Will announce the autumn, and there's nobody there to bring 

These lines closer to the nose 

To smell the mllk underground. 
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